MANIFESTO

I, ARYAMAAN (190110012) wish to take the honour of being Hostel 9 Maintenance councillor with a vision to make the life of Inmates more comfortable and better, if elected, will work to the best of my abilities for development of hostel and propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES

- Installation of infrared light sensor switches in washrooms to reduce wastage of electricity
- Push for renovation of toilets (repairing all damaged gates, water jets etc) & drainage system
- Propose plantation of mosquito repellent plant inside the hostel in grounds on outer edges

FOLLOW-UPS

- Will push for the installation of a new Wing Name board for enhancing the wing culture
- Will take active follow up on wing map project
- Propose to install printers in the study room for 24X7 duration
- Will take active follow up to ensure that dryers are available for Hostel students apart from the laundry room
- Ensure installation of hot water tap in every washroom via a connection from the Hot water source outside the washrooms

GENERAL DUTIES

- Will take active follow up on caging of all water coolers to prevent contamination by pets
- Will ensure proper maintenance and cleaning of bathrooms, wings, rooms, lounge, gym, dustbins and other common areas
- Will ensure proper maintenance of grounds & gardens by implementing regular watering & gardening
- Will make sure that AMC for water-purifier and water-cooler is signed timely and is implemented strictly
- Will ensure that carpenter, plumber and electrician visit regularly and rectify concerning problems as soon as possible
- Will ensure that the Tata Sky, Netflix, Prime, etc subscription is renewed at proper time
- Ensure that the tube lights, fans, switch boards are working properly in washrooms and corridors and other common areas
- Ensure pest control and fogging is done on a regular basis
- Will ensure the installation of dustbins in the pool room, TV room and near the study room
- Will ensure proper repairing of dog gates and rescale the volleyball court

CREDENTIALS

- Warden Nominee, Hostel 16 ['19-'20]